Increase Productivity
and Capacity
UNDERSTANDING THE VALUE OF USING ARROWHEAD
PATENTED LABOR-SAVING FACADE INSTALLATION SYSTEMS
V’S TRADITIONAL SEQUENTIALLY INSTALLED SYSTEMS

TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS

ARROWHEAD

Get field dimensions

Mobilize on site, even if other trades are not complete

MANUALLY

LASER SCANNING

Set grid lines and snap lines

Clear all obstructions (trees?)

Install, level and shim base extrusions and clips and take
panel dimensions from them

Obtain dimensions from
snapped lines

Scan from multiple locations

Import spreadsheet of panel dimensions into CNC program

Process information to get field dimensions

Fabricate and assemble ALL panels
Install panels in any sequence, regardless of other
trades or obstructions

Prepare panel shop drawings
Import spreadsheet of panels into CNC Program
Fabricate and assemble most panels, leaving corners for later
Mobilize on site once various other trades are off site
Begin installing panels sequentially, shimming and levelling each
panel individually
Once main areas are installed, obtain field dimensions
for remaining panels
Prepare panel shop drawings for remaining panels
Import spreadsheet of remaining panels into CNC Program
Fabricate and assemble remaining panels
Mobilize on site to install remaining panels

Contact us: 860-242-2711 helpdesk@fairview-na.com
75 Peters Road, Bloomfield, CT 06002, USA

KEY BENEFITS

INNOVATIVE

TIME-SAVING

FLEXIBLE

Only true non-sequential compliant
rainscreen system on the market fully tested
to AAMA 508 and AAMA 509 standards.

Shorten your project schedule by reducing
stages in the drafting process and eliminating
the need to reverify field measurements.

Have a damaged panel? Simply remove and
re-install it without compromising the
quality, fit or integrity of the system.

COST-SAVING

NON-SEQUENTIAL

VERSATILE

Fast and easy to install so the process takes
days instead of weeks therefore reducing
labor costs.

“Any panel in any sequence” allowing trades
to get on and install what they have when
they have it available.

You can add complexity to your façade design
by varying the depth of panels whilst using the
same simple mounting system and tooling.

PROJECT: SUNY Cortland Park Center Skating Rink

